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ABSTRACT
Maritime monitoring systems support safe shipping as they allow
for the real-time detection of dangerous, suspicious and illegal
vessel activities. We have been developing a composite event recog-
nition system for maritime monitoring in the Event Calculus, allow-
ing both for verification and real-time performance. To increase the
accuracy of the system, we have been collaborating with domain
experts in order to construct effective patterns of maritime activity.
We present some indicative patterns in the Event Calculus, and
evaluate them using two forms of real kinematic vessel data.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of computation → Modal and temporal logics; •
Information systems→ Online analytical processing; Online an-
alytical processing;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Maritime monitoring systems support safe shipping as they detect
in real-time dangerous, suspicious and illegal vessel activities. Such
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systems typically use the Automatic Identification System (AIS)1,
a tracking technology for identifying and locating vessels at sea
through data exchange. AIS integrates a VHF transceiver with a po-
sitioning device (e.g., GPS), and other electronic navigation sensors,
such as a gyrocompass or rate of turn indicator, thus producing a
wealth of valuable data regarding the vessel and its current status.
The acquisition of positional data is achieved either by AIS base
stations along coastlines, or even by satellites when out of range of
terrestrial networks.

In previous work, we presented a maritime monitoring system
[7] with a component for trajectory compression, allowing for effi-
cient stream analytics, and a composite event recognition compo-
nent combining kinematic vessel streams with static (geographical)
knowledge for real-time vessel activity detection. To improve the
accuracy of the system, we have been collaborating with domain
experts in order to construct effective patterns of maritime activity.
This has led to a formal specification of such patterns in the Event
Calculus [1, 2]—the language of the composite event recognition
component. Furthermore, these patterns have been evaluated us-
ing real kinematic vessel data [8], including approximately 18M
AIS position signals transmitted by 5K vessels sailing in the At-
lantic Ocean between October 2015 and March 2016. Moreover, 1,5K
fishing areas [6, 9] and Natura 2000 areas2 are considered.

2 BACKGROUND
Composite event recognition (CER) on vessel position signals, as
we have defined it [7], requires, at the very least, two steps: (a)
computing a set of spatial relations among vessels (such as prox-
imity), and among vessels and areas of interest (e.g., fishing areas),
and (b) labelling some of the position signals as ‘critical’—such
as when a vessel changes its speed, turns, stops, moves in a slow
motion, or stops transmitting its position [3]. Figure 1 illustrates
these steps. AIS position signals are streamed into the system, and
go through a spatial preprocessing step, for the computation of the
spatial relations required by the composite event patterns.

Then, some of the position signals are labelled as critical (see
Table 1). Subsequently, the position signals may be consumed by
1http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Safety/Navigation/Pages/AIS.aspx
2http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/natura2000/index_en.htm
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Figure 1: Processing steps prior to composite event recogni-
tion.

Table 1: Critical Events.

Event/Activity Description

gap_start (V ) A vessel V stopped sending
position signals

gap_end (V ) A vessel V resumed sending
position signals

slowMotionStart (V ) A vessel started moving at a
low speed

slowMotionEnd (V ) A vessel stopped moving at a
low speed

stop_start (V ) A vessel started being idle
stop_end (V ) A vessel stopped being idle
change_in_speed_start (V ) A vessel started changing

its speed
change_in_speed_end (V ) A vessel stopped changing

its speed
change_in_heading(V ) A vessel changed its heading

the CER component either directly (see ‘enhanced AIS stream’ in
Figure 1), or after being compressed, i.e. after removing all signals
that have not been labelled as critical (see ‘critical point stream’).
In Section 4, we present the effects of such a compression on the
efficiency and the accuracy of the system.

Critical point labelling is performed as part of trajectory synopsis
generation, whereby major changes along each vessel’s movement
are tracked. This process can instantly identify critical points along
each trajectory, such as a stop, a turn, or slow motion. Using the
retained movement features (critical points), we may reconstruct
the trajectory of a vessel with small acceptable deviations from the
original one. Empirical results have indicated that at least 70-80% of
the input data may be discarded as redundant, while compression
ratio can be up to 99% when the frequency of position updates is
high [3].

3 MARITIME SITUATIONAL INDICATORS
We perform CER using the ‘Event Calculus for Run-Time reasoning’
(RTEC) [2], a Prolog implementation of the Event Calculus [5],
designed to compute continuous narrative assimilation queries for
pattern matching on data streams. The time model in RTEC is linear
and includes integer time-points. Variables start with an upper-case
letter, while predicates and constants start with a lower-case letter.
Where F is a fluent—a property that is allowed to have different
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Figure 2: Vessel under way leaving the port of Douarnenez.
Circles denote AIS messages, red diamonds indicate critical
points and the line represents the vessel trajectory. The ab-
sence of position signals is not always classified as a commu-
nication gap, since it may not be long enough according to
the threshold of the synopsis generator.

values at different points in time—the term F =V denotes that fluent
F has value V . An event description in RTEC includes rules that
define the event instances with the use of the happensAt predicate,
the effects of events on fluents with the use of the initiatedAt and
terminatedAt predicates, and the values of the fluents with the use
of the holdsAt and holdsFor predicates. Composite events/activities
are typically durative; thus the task generally is to compute the
maximal intervals for which a fluent expressing a composite activity
has a particular value continuously.

In previous work, we developed a system for maritime surveil-
lance focusing mostly on efficiency [7]. To improve the accuracy of
the system, we have been collaborating with the domain experts
of the datAcron project3 in order to construct effective patterns of
maritime activity, also known as ‘maritime situational indicators’
[4]. In what follows, we present a formalisation of some indicative
patterns in the language of RTEC.

3.1 Vessel under Way
A vessel is considered ‘under way’ when it is not anchored, aground,
or, in general, has not been made fast to a dock, the shore, or some
other stationary object. Figure 2 illustrates this activity. Note that a
vessel under way is not necessarily propelled or pushed—a vessel
may be under way because of the wind or the sea current. So in
case of an engine failure, a vessel may be under way due to drifting.
3http://datacron-project.eu/
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A formalisation of this activity is given below:

initiatedAt(underWay (Vessel) = true, T ) ←

happensAt(velocity (Vessel, Speed,Heading), T ),

not happensAt(gap_start (Vessel), T ),
speedInRange(Speed,VuwMin,VuwMax ).

terminatedAt(underWay (Vessel) = true, T ) ←

happensAt(velocity (Vessel, Speed,Heading), T ),

not speedInRange(Speed,VuwMin,VuwMax ).

terminatedAt(underWay (Vessel) = true, T ) ←

happensAt(gap_start (Vessel), T ).

(1)

underWay is a Boolean fluent, while velocity is contextual informa-
tion expressing the speed and heading of a vessel. gap_start is an
instantaneous critical event (see Table 1). speedInRange is an aux-
iliary predicate checking whether a speed measurement is within
some lower and upper limit. According to rule-set (1), therefore,
underWay (Vessel) is initiated when the Vessel has speed within
VuwMin and VuwMax , and terminated otherwise. Note that the speed
reported in an AIS message is the speed calculated by the GPS
system. For the experiments presented in Section 4, we set VuwMin
to 2.7 knots, and VuwMax to 48.6 knots to avoid outliers such as
data received by search and rescue aircrafts. All numerical thresh-
olds in the patterns, however, may be tuned (by machine learning
algorithms and/or human experts) to meet the requirements of the
application under consideration. For every detected activity, we
make sure that the calculated intervals do not include communica-
tion gaps, as we do not have sufficient information about the vessels
during those gaps. Therefore, in the initiating rule of underWay we
added the constraint that no ‘gap start’ event has been detected,
while such an event is a terminating condition for underWay.

3.2 Aground
Ship grounding is the impact of a ship on seabed or waterway side.
This may be unintentional as in a marine accident (due to an engine
failure or a heavy storm), or intentional as in beaching to land crew
or cargo, and careening for maintenance or repair. Consider the
specification below:

initiatedAt(aground (Vessel) = Status, T ) ←

happensAt(velocity (Vessel, Speed, Heading), T ),

happensAt(coord (Vessel, Lon, Lat), T ),

portDistance(Lon, Lat, Status),

speedInRange(Speed, 0,Vag ).

terminatedAt(aground (Vessel) = Status, T ) ←

happensAt(velocity (Vessel, Speed, Heading), T ),

not speedInRange(Speed, 0,Vag ).

(2)

aground is a multi-valued fluent, coord is contextual information—
the vessel’s coordinates—attached to the position signals and
portDistance is an atemporal predicate that states whether a vessel
is close to some port. We chose to distinguish between ‘aground’
incidents close to ports and those in the open sea (see Status in the
above formalisation) as the significance of such incidents is related

to the location they take place. Furthermore, for the experiments
presented in this paper, we set, in collaboration with domain ex-
perts, the upper speed limit for aground, Vag , to 0.005 knots (this
way, we may avoid GPS fluctuation of about 10 meters). To avoid
False Positives, we use an extra rule (not shown here to save space)
to filter the intervals of aground by removing the ones that are too
short according to the type of the vessel under consideration.

4 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
We aim to evaluate the maritime patterns in terms of efficiency—e.g.,
average recognition time—and predictive accuracy. The former is
feasible, since we have a dataset of real vessel position signals. The
latter, however, is not, since the dataset does not include the ground
truth—e.g., annotation of ship grounding by experts. Therefore,
we can only evaluate the accuracy achieved when consuming the
compressed trajectories: we consider as reference the composite
events (CE)s detected when consuming the complete AIS stream
with the critical point labels—see the ‘enhanced AIS stream’ in
Figure 1—and then compare those CEs against the ones detected
when consuming the compressed AIS stream—see the ‘critical point
stream’ in Figure 1. This way, we assess the impact of trajectory
compression on CER.

4.1 Experimental setup
We used 18M position signals from 5K vessels sailing in the At-
lantic Ocean around the port of Brest, France, between October 1st
2015 and 31st March 2016 [8]. The spatial preprocessing module
produced spatio-temporal events linking vessels with 0,5K fishing
areas [6, 9] and 1K Natura 2000 areas, and vessels with other vessels.
The trajectory synopsis generator labelled 5M position signals as
critical. The CEs that were tested and recognised are shown in Ta-
ble 2. The experiments were conducted using RTEC4 under YAP-6
Prolog, in a machine running Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS, with an Intel
Core i7-3612QM CPU @ 2.10GHz x 8 and 8 GB 1600 MHz RAM.

4.2 Experimental results
4.2.1 Accuracy. As mentioned above, to perform accuracy ex-

periments, we considered as reference the CEs detected when con-
suming the enhanced AIS stream. Then, we compared those against
the CEs recognised when consuming the (compressed) critical point
stream. Table 2 presents the results in terms of Precision, Recall and
F1-score. The set of True Positives expresses the time-points (sec-
onds) in which a CE is recognised when consuming the enhanced
AIS stream and the critical point stream. Similarly, the set of False
Positives (respectively, False Negatives) expresses the seconds in
which a CE is recognised when consuming the critical point (re-
spectively, enhanced AIS) stream but not detected when consuming
the enhanced AIS (critical point) stream.

Table 2 shows that, with the exception of aground and anchor ,
the performance of CER on the critical point stream matches that
of CER on the enhanced AIS stream. For aground and anchor , there
are significant deviations in accuracy. Those CEs have various False
Positives and False Negatives, thus compromising Precision and
mostly Recall. False Positives are created when a CE is terminated
4https://github.com/aartikis/RTEC
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Table 2: Recognition Accuracy.

Event Precision Recall F1-Score

gap 1.000 1.000 1.000
stopped 1.000 1.000 1.000
lowSpeed 1.000 1.000 1.000
withinArea 1.000 1.000 1.000
underWay 0.999 0.996 0.998
aground 0.733 0.157 0.258
anchor 0.967 0.431 0.596
trawlSpeed 0.986 0.977 0.982
trawling 0.985 0.982 0.983
tugging 0.957 0.964 0.960
rendezVous 1.000 1.000 1.000
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Figure 3: Illustration of False Positives (FP) and False Neg-
atives (FN) using the ‘aground’ CE. Orange circles indicate
AIS messages while marked orange circles denote critical
points. Red (yellow) lines denote the CE intervals computed
when consuming the enhanced AIS (critical point) stream.
The two numbers attached to each AIS message express the
time-point of the message and the speed of the vessel.

later when consuming the critical point stream than when con-
suming the enhanced AIS stream. Similarly, False Negatives are
created when a CE is initiated later when consuming the critical
point stream than when consuming the enhanced AIS stream.

Figure 3 offers an illustration of False Positives and False Neg-
atives using the aground CE as an example. Recall that this CE
is initiated when the speed is less than 0.005 knots, and termi-
nated otherwise (see rule-set (2)). According to this example, (using
the enhanced AIS stream) ‘aground’ is initiated at time-point t = 0
as speed is 0.0012 knots, and terminated at t = 4 when speed be-
comes 0.0054 knots. Similarly, the remaining intervals are [11, 13],
[18, 21] and [23, 27]. When consuming the critical point stream,
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Figure 4: Average recognition times.

however, different intervals are computed, since some of the AIS
messages have been removed due to compression. For example, the
AIS message at t = 13 has been removed, delaying the termination
of ‘aground’ and thus creating False Positives. Moreover, the AIS
messages at t = 23 and t = 27 have also been removed, thus not
triggering the initiation of ‘aground’ and consequently creating
False Negatives.

4.2.2 Efficiency. RTEC performs CER over a sliding window
[2]. Figure 4 presents the average CER times for windows ranging
from 1 hour to 8 hours. The step was set to 1 hour. As expected,
Figure 4 shows that CER based on the critical point stream is more
efficient than CER performed on the enhanced AIS stream. In both
cases, RTEC is capable of supporting real-time reasoning even when
operating on a single core of a standard desktop computer.
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